
PANNTOA Board Meeting Notes 02/22/2019

Conference call – attended S. Stone 9”SS”) G Kleven 9”GK”) , C Coe 9”CC”) 

Agenda (attached) provided by GK

1. Discussion regarding new website. 

 GK indicates mostly positive feedback received. Some complaints from non members 

due to lack of access

 GK indicates that all functions are now automated 

 Discussion regarding renewal process and renewals. GK to verify whether the April 

renewal notice letter will also be sent out

2. Rendezvous

 SS confirmed that the venue, dock space in place 

 Some vendors are already confirmed, others potential vendors such as those 

watermaker suppliers will be approached – GK to pursue this. If the stern thrusters 

vendor attends GK can provide his boat as an example

 SS indicated that the major sponsors the Vous has had in past years Nordic Tug factory 

and Cap Sante Marine may not participate. Last year the factory contributed $2500 and 

CSM $1500. SS is hoping for $1000 from the factory but expects no contribution from 

CSM

 There was some discussion regarding an increase to the Vous fees which last year were 

$120/per person.  SS will assemble Vous costs for the next meeting so these can be 

reviewed and there can be further discussion on the topic. GK raised the possibility that 

the Club could also consider using Club funds to help subsidize the cost.

 SS has confirmed many speakers/activities for the Vous so far.  Us and Canada customs 

will discuss border regulations, Gary White will address fire safety, Mike Beaver will 

cover boat maintenance. There will be presentations on photography from your boat 

and birding from your boat. 

 Others under consideration are the Coast Guard boat check, a boat detailing specialist, a

Garmin Rep, possibly Ken Balcomb (center of Whale Research) to speak on Orca whales 

and “Woody” of Ice Boat Marine on solar power and maintenance.

 SS will review other possible vendors to participate in the Vous as well as parties who 

may be willing to donate. Any suggestions from other board members would be 

welcomed.

 Pump Me Out has changed ownership and so the complementary/donation pump out 

service for the Vous may not be available


